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EVENTS 
Menatalla worked alongside the Student Wellness Center (SWELL) to increase the mental health 
education amongst campus generally and amongst the Engineering faculty specifically. She 
collaborated on a CFMU radio show, Stay Well Mac, where she spoke with her team about 
Mental Health Resources on and off campus and techniques to reduce stress while on campus. 
She also led peer educational campaigns about mental health and drug use (cannabis, alcohol and 
adderall) throughout the year in collaboration with the SWELL. Her final collaboration is on this 
upcoming Thursday, 28 March 2019, collaborated with Jack.org in MUSC atrium where the event 
is targeted to increase the different aspects of mental health awareness.  
 

INITIATIVES 
The creation of the mentorship program is coming along well. Seraj has met with WIES (Women 
in Engineering Services) and the MES (McMaster Engineering Society) to finalize the structure 
of the program. He is going to have more meetings with other engineering student groups (such as 
the B.Tech association) to make the program more inclusive to all the students under the Faculty 
of Engineering. 
Josh Arbess worked with the Municipal Affairs committee and the entire Education Team to 
advocate for better transit in Hamilton, something which is extremely important to many of our 
constituents. The MSU’s lobbying in the transit sector will hopefully improve transit to and 
around McMaster University in the coming years. 
 
 

NEXT YEAR’S PLANS 
Mitchell worked alongside the Provincial & Federal Affairs committee this year to help produce 
the Experiential Education report, which highlights all the practical- based learning platforms 
available at McMaster. He also contributed to the Tuition and Student Financing Post-Secondary 
Education policy paper, highlighting the annual rates of tuition, and the issues with transparency. 
Mitchell is currently working with the Provincial & federal affairs committee to improve voter 
turnout next election. The committee will come up with initiatives that would attract more 



students to vote, considering the fact that there will be voting booths on campus next school year. 
Mitchell was planning on working on the Experiential Education platforms, however those plans 
had to be cancelled, unfortunately, due to the sudden OSAP changes implemented by the 
Government of Ontario. 
 
 

LOOKING TOWARDS NEXT YEAR... 
We are going to meet with the incoming SRA Caucus sometime in the coming week and try to 
make them as prepared as they can be for next year. We hope that they will be able to continue to 
support engineering students and run many important events and initiatives. 
Additionally, we pledge to be available for next year’s SRA Caucus whenever they need advice 
or assistance, and we hope to continue to be involved in campus advocacy initiatives, student 
services, and growing the relationship between the MSU and the Faculty of Engineering. 
 

THANK YOU 
We would like to thank the entire Assembly, Board of Directors, and our constituents of course, 
for supporting us throughout this year. The SRA has had its ups and downs this year, but we are 
glad that we’ve had allies throughout the entire process and we all gained a lot from our 
experience on the SRA. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

Josh Arbess           Mitchell Bishara              Menatalla Ibrahim           Seraj Singh 
        SRA Engineering 18-19 

 
 


